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To all whom, it may concern:

Be it known that I, MARY A. DUFFY, of the
city, county, and State of New York, have in
ventedl a new and Improved Extension Tuck
ing, Binding, Felling, Hemming, and Over
hand - Seaming Gage; and I lhereby. declare
that the following is a full, clear, and exact
description thereof, reference being had to the
accompanying drawings, making a part of this

specification, and the letters of reference
marked thereon, in which the same letter rep
resents the same thing in eaclu figure.
Figure 1 is a top view of my improved gage,
showing its "arrangement when used for tuck
ing; Fig. 1°, a side elevation, i showing the
folds of the cloth; Fig. 2, a top view, showing
its arrangement when i used for bindling, fell
ing, or hemming; Fig. 3, a side view when
used for felling; Fig. 4, a side view when used

| slots in plateholder B and hemming-plateF,

to accommodate tongue T and - set-screw L;
I, the slot by which plate-holder B is secured
to the machineintucking; J, the slot by which
it is secured when the gage is used for all other
seams; K, the stop of tucking-gage D, which
prevents the turned cloth from coming too far
and getting under the needle; L, the adjust
ing set-screw; M, the set-screw for tucking
gage D; P, the slottedl presser-foot of a sew
ing-machine, through which the needle , de
scends; TT, the tongues of folding-guide G.
The nature of my improvement consists in
making an adjustable gage for sewing-ma
chines of such parts and pieces so adapted and

fitted to each other that by different arrange
mentsthereoftheseveraloperationsof tucking,
binding, felling, hemming, and overhand-seam

ing may all be performed thereby, and a sec
ond tuck may be turned and creased while the
With a shuttle - machine, or preparatory for previous
is being stitched, and work pre
shuttle - machine hemmers to turn the fell; pared fortuck
a
fell
without basting or leaving any
Fig. 5, a side view when used for plain seam
cloth to be cut off.
ing and as a substitute for basting; Fig. 6, a waste
will now describe the modes of operation
side view when used for plain or flat binding byIwhich
results are severally attained. .
or ordinary trimming; Fig. 7, a side view To tuck,these
plate and gage holder B to
when used for edge - binding or securing a the sewing secure
machine
by the usual set - screw
binding on both sides of an edge of cloth; | thereofthrough slotI, having
previouslyplaced
Fig. 8, a side view when used for hemming; tucking - plate A beneath holder
B, with its
Fig. 9, a top view with plates reversed for screw coming through, and screw-head
sliding
overhand-seaming; Fig. 98, a longitudinal sec in
groove H, set in or out, as a wide ornarrow
tion, showing the relative position of the parts space
between the tucks or wide or narrow
in overhand-seaming; Fig. 10, a top view of
is desired. Place folding-plate F in
the tucking-plate; Fig. 11, a sude view of the tucking
the
groove
of plate-holder B, over slot H, its
same; Fig. 12, a top view of the plate and extremity the
thick?ess of the cloth distant
gage-holder; Fig. 13, a cross-section of the from the extremity
tucking-plate A. Place
same through ac ac ; Fig. 14, a side view of the tucking-gage D overofslot
J, its stop IK in the tucking-gage; Fig. 15, a top view of the same; slot of presser-foot P of the
sewing-machine.
Fig. 16, a top view of the guide-plate; Fig. Secure tucking-plate A and folding-plate
Ein
17, a side view of the same; Fig. 18, a top . place by adjusting set-screw Lu, and titucking
view of the hemming, binding, and felling gage D by its set-screw M. Fold the cloth
plate; Fig. 19, a side view. of the same; Fig.
twice the width of the tucks desired,
20, a cross-section thereof through y y ; Fig. about
cloth enough to space between the
21, a top view of the hemming, felling, and adding
tucks,
if
is to be a space, and passit be
binding guide; Fig. 22, a side view of the tween thethere
and outer extremities of tuck
same; Fig. 23, a bottom view of the same; ing-plate Ainner
and
folding-plate
E, and up to the
Figs. 24 and 25, end views of the same.
end
of
plate-holder
B.
Fold
cloth over
. A represents the tucking-plate; B, the plate the extremity of folding-platethe
E,
and
to
and gage holder; C, the cloth; D, the tuck stop IK of tucking-gage D, and under up
cloth
ing-gage; E, the folding-plate; F, the hem presser-foot P. Starting the machine, the
ming, binding, and felling plate; G, the hem
ming, binding, and felling guide; H H, the cloth so folded is sewed through the fold first i
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mentioned, and folded down for the next tuck
inner curve of felling-plate F keeps one
by plate , E, and creased and marked by the
piece
of cloth in place, and holding-plate B
presser-foot P in the line of stop K. Con the other.
(See Fig. 4.)
* . .
tinue the operation byplacing the second tuck
plain seaming or sewing the edges of
so creased, as first explained, and bringing twoForpieces
of cloth together, bring the inner
over another fold. If it is desired to tuck curve of felling-plate
F, as shown in Fig. 5,
without folding and preparing the second close to holding-plate B,
and place the cloth
tuck,
dispense
with
tucking-plate
A
and
fold
as
last
above
described,
bringing
the two edges
ing-plate E.
:
upon the line of sewing.
To bind, secure plate-holder B to the ma To hem, move felling-plate F out from hold
chine, as before explained, but through slot ing-plate
B, (see Fig. 8,) as in felling, enough
J, tucking-plate A. being placed beneath it, as for the cloth
pass between its inner curve
before, but in a reversed position, or the other and plate B. toExtend
G the
end to it being used now, not as a tucker at width of the hem. Thehemming-guide
inner
curve
of
felling
all, but only to get its securing-screw in posi plateF will turn the cloth, and tongue T makes
tion for adjusting set-screw L. Place plate F the
second turn by the cloth bearing against
upon it, and guide G upon that, one of its it, and
thereby being turned under.
tongues, T, being the width of the binding from For overhand-seaming,
guide G upon
the end of plate-holder B, which will keep it plate-holder B, (see Figs. 9place
and
9º,)
bottom up,
on a line with
and felling-plate F upon that, bottom up. Se
felling-plate
F. the edge of the cloth beneath cure
Lu. Place one piece of cloth
To trimor sew on a binding away from the underbytheset-screw
inner
curve
of plate F, so placed, and
edge of the cloth, increase the spåce between against tongueT of guide
so placed. Bring
the tonigue T, which is always to be on a line the other piece of cloth inG,the
upper recess of
with the needle, and the end of plate-holder plate F, which will bring the edges
of the two
B, up to which the cloth is to come.
pieces
one
above
the
other.
The
lower
red lines
To bind on the edge or sew the binding on represent the cloth as it leaves the gage.
both sides of cloth, move guide G up until its What I cla?m, and desire to secure by Let
tongue T is half the width of the binding from ters
is
the end of plate-holder B, and turn the binding 1. Patent,
The
several
devices of plate-holder B,
(see Fig. 7) around the inner curve of felling tucking-plate A, folding-plate
and tucking
plate F, the cloth to be bound being between. gage D, or their equivalents, E,
in
combination
To fell, the parts are arranged as last de with the presser-foot of a sewing-machine,
for
scribed for binding upon the edge. One piece the purpose of folding and marking or creas
of cloth is brought in, as was the binding in ing a tuck, substantially as explained.
that case, and the other piece of cloth as was 2. Thê combination of plate-holder B, tuck
the cloth in that case. (See Fig. 3.) To fell ing-plate A, felling-plate F, and felling-guide
with a shuttle-machine, which turns the fell by G, or their equivalents, constructed and oper
a hemmer, and for which my device is of use ating
together substantially as and for the va
to prepare the fell, bring one edge of one piece rious purposes
described.
of cloth to the line of plate-holder B, and fell 3. The combination
of plate-holder B with
ing-plate F being extended the width of the felling-plate F, constructed
substantially as
desired fell, the other piece of cloth is inserted and for the purposes described.
in the lower space of felling-plate F, and the
* XMARY A. DUFFY.
fell is prepared for completion in the ordinary Witnesses:
:
way of turning down and sewing it in place.
S. J. GORDON,
The gage is now a substitute for basting, as
GEO. H. COLLINS.

